
Welcome to Math
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Assignments:

◆ Math One-Pagers are due today!
◆ Four required for everyone for a formal grade
◆ Seven will exempt your lowest FBF
◆ Ten will replace your lowest FBF with a 10/10

◆ Last FBF is due today!  Code FBF4
◆ EOC on May 30th
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Announcements

◆ Today - Chromebooks stay at school
◆ May 22nd - NO HOMEWORK
◆ Textbooks due Friday, May 24
◆ Hidden Figures books due Friday, May 24
◆ Calculator collection on Friday, May 24
◆ Anything forgotten on Friday, May 24th can be turned in on 

Tuesday, May 28th
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EOC Review 
Day 11



Unit 13-14
Review

5/20/2019



Unit 13
Factoring
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsn-gwWh_hw


IF THERE IS A GCF, YOUR FIRST STEP IS ALWAYS TO 
PULL IT OUT







Practice: r2 + 11r + 24



Practice: y2 - 6y + 8
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1OxcpI6Y-xuxQldPPWffSBA-5msWx-e6Z/preview


How to factor anything
Start here:
Is there a GCF?

Yes, pull it out No, continue

How many terms?

2 - check if it’s 
a difference of 
squares

3 - x2+bx+c - 
put your 
parenthesis 
with the x’s in 
the front 

3 - ax2+bx+c - 
split the bx 
term so you 
can factor by 
grouping

4 - factor by 
grouping

Double check all factors by 
beginning back at the top of the list



Unit 14
Quadratics
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A quadratic function is a type of nonlinear function that models certain situations 
where the rate of change is not constant.  The graph of a quadratic function is a 
symmetric curve with the highest or lowest point corresponding to the maximum or 
minimum value.



Important Vocabulary
Y-Intercept → Where the graph crosses the y-axis

X-Intercept (root, zero, solution) → Where the graph crosses the x-axis.  These 
are the solutions to the quadratic.  They are also called roots or zeros of the 
equation.

Vertex → The highest or lowest point of the parabola

Axis of Symmetry → The line that divides the parabola into two matching halves.  
Each side matches exactly

Parabola → The graph of the quadratic function which is in the shape of a U



Axis of Symmetry
AOS Formula:

-b

2a



Use the axis of symmetry to graph
What is the graph of the function y=x2-6x+4?

Step 1: Find the axis of symmetry

Step 2: find two other points on the graph

Step 3: Graph the vertex and the points you found in Step 2.  Reflect these points 
across the axis of symmetry
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1SFZ9SQfLOUJI3h6q6E1NcIYmAdNyz7FS/preview


Practice:
a. m2 - 5m -14 = 0 
b. p2 + p - 20 = 0 
c. 2a2 - 15 a + 18 = 0









Quadratic equations can have two, one, or no real - number solutions

You can determine how many real - number solutions it has by using the 
discriminates.

The discriminant is the expression under the radical sign in the quadratic formula.

The discriminant of a quadratic equation can be positive, zero, or
negative.





How many solutions?





Unit 15
Statistics - Tuesday
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Unit 16
Geometry - Tuesday
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Homework

1. Get rid of zeros in PowerSchool
2. Study
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